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Cover Design by Terri Gueck  

 

 
Newsletter ONLINE ! 

NOTE that again the newsletter will be put online by John George, our webmaster, and since memberships 
were renewed in this calendar year, he has assigned a NEW PASSWORD with which members can access 
and read the 2009 issues ONLINE. 
 NOTE also that when you do so, you’ll see ALL photos in COLOUR, not just the cover or any personal 
page that was purchased. 
  Visit the Newsletter section of our club website (www.tibetanterriercanada.com), select the issue you wish 
to read, use the password,  left click to read, right click to save to disc. 
  The new password is:   2009TTCCNL 
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NOTICE 
The Tibet Gazette is published on or near the middle of April, 
July, October and January. 
The deadline is the first week of the publishing month. 
 
The Tibet Gazette is the official Newsletter of the  
Tibetan Terrier Club of Canada. 
The material printed herein is the opinion of the authors and is not 
necessarily endorsed by the Editor or the Tibetan Terrier Club of 
Canada. All submissions are welcome. The Editor reserves the 
right to edit, return for corrections or refuse. 
 
ADVERTISING 
Advertising is now being offered at a cost of $ 20 for black & 
white or $ 45 for colour full page. Please send an original photo-
graph only, and include your Ad copy. This material will be re-
turned. Payment must accompany submission.  Send all advertis-
ing to Tibet Gazette Editor c/o Penny White 
 
TTCC EXECUTIVE 
 
President  - Glenn Connell    (905) 935-5054 
glenn.connell@gmail.com 
  
Vice President - Penny White    (613) 253-0581 
pwhite@webruler.com 
 
Treasurer - Terri Gueck  (604) 857-0571 
kyeri1@telus.net 
 
Secretary - Jo Hannam          (604) 702-1146 
dalghani@telus.net 
 
Regional Directors 
 
BC –  Kathy Delory       (604) 576-1172 
Kathyd@tibetanterriercanada.com 
 
Prairies - Cathy Kruschke      (780) 986-4757 
cathy.kruschke@gov.ab.ca 
 
Ontario – Kevin Grew    (705) 458- 4611 
colledge.beardies@sympatico.ca 
 
Quebec - Claire Mathieu     (450) 649-9480 
stephane.desnoyers@sympatico.ca 
 
Maritimes - Brenda Cook     (902) 443-7327 
brenda.cook@ns.sympatico.ca 
 
Web Master - John George   (905) 632-3473 
ttsamsara@cogeco.ca 
Newsletter Editors - Penny White  
John Argue     (jargue@look.ca) 

WORDS from the PRESIDENT: 
 First things first. On behalf of the Club, congratulations to 
Terri Gueck and her special dog Jetsun for their spectacular BOB 
win at the recently concluded Tibetan Terrier Club of America 
National Specialty in Denver. The competition at US Nationals is 
fierce with a large number of fine dogs (and handlers) competing. 
To triumph at this event is a highlight of a career. We are all bask-
ing in Jetsun’s reflected glory and congratulate Terri on this won-
derful achievement of show and good breeding.   
 
 Business for the club executive has been relatively quiet 
except for the pleasant duty of approving new members. I extend 
a warm welcome to our new members and invite you to enjoy the 
camaraderie and support of club members. Come out to events 
where possible and meet us. Participate in your newsletter, sub-
missions are always welcome. We’d like to get to know you and 
of course your TT(s). 
 
 I spend a fair amount of time on the Internet reading about 
training dogs, talking to friends near and far, sharing pictures and 
checking on shows and competitions. A depressing amount of my 
time is also spent monitoring the attacks on dog ownership and 
breeding, mostly in the USA. The Humane Society of the United 
States (HSUS) has a budget of approximately $100 million dollars 
per year that is spent on enormous salaries for their directors and 
their lobbyists in State and County legislatures. They do not run 
shelters or help in disaster situations, showing up for photo ops 
then leaving the real work to legitimate dog rescue organizations. 
They are a financial organization that exists to make money for 
themselves and their supporting casts such as People for the Ethi-
cal Treatment of Animals (PETA). People donate millions of dol-
lars each year in the mistaken belief that the money somehow 
helps animals, that the money is somehow distributed to local 
Humane Societies. The objective and net result of HSUS activities 
is to restrict or eliminate legitimate breeders, people like the ones 
from whom you obtained your Tibetan Terriers. The Puppy Mills 
they purport to attack have more than enough laws to regulate 
them lacking only enforcement. We haven’t had too much activity 
of this sort in Canada but the Breed Specific Legislation (BSL) of 
Ontario is on the books. This was put in place with astounding 
efficiency and speed with little background research and data to 
justify such draconian measures. How did this happen? Our politi-
cians were misled or did they just see a popular media driven is-
sue and hopped on board? Will the breeds selected be the end of it 
or will each breed in turn be singled out? Will the criteria be ex-
panded by law or by practical application?  Legislation to license 
Breeders with outlandish regulations, mandatory spay / neuter and 
exorbitant fees will drive them from the hobby and we will suffer 
the loss of healthy properly bred dogs. What can we do? Being 
vigilant and informed is the best preventive medicine. Help stop 
the spread of misinformation. Hopefully we in Canada won’t be 
subjected to determined well-financed attacks that the dog fancy 
in the US has had to endure.  
 
 I hope you are enjoying your summer season; we have had 
a good one so far without those dreadful heat waves. The dogs 
have never spent so much time outside in July, come to think of it, 
neither have I. Hope to see many of you at the Booster and other 
canine events. Bye for now, 

 
Glenn Connell 
President TTCC 
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Secretary’s  Report   
 
The hot summer days are finally upon us here in BC. We have lots of outdoor shows, I hope to make it to a few of them. 
 
I’d like to welcome our new members.  
Carter Angus 
10 Barclay St., Apt. 40-A 
New York, NY 10007 
917-359-9339 
carterangus@mac.com 
Sponsors are Kevin Grew and Penny White. 
Carter has one Tibetan Terrier. He does not plan to show or breed. 
 
Sue Koch 
50 Woodridge Court, Box 317 
Braeside, ON 
K0A 1G0 
613-623-0012 
sue.eastonKoch@yahoo.ca 
Sponsors are Kevin Grew and Penny White. 
Sue has one Tibetan Terrier. She plans to show in Conformation and Agility.  
She does not have breeding plans. 
Sue is also willing to become actively involved in our Club by helping with  
Club projects. 
 
And a big apology to Lois Vaughn whose membership was approved in May. I forgot to include her in the last  newsletter 
 
Lois Vaughan 
1408 Davenport Rd. 
Toronto, On 
M6H 2H7 
416-964-7229 
magicmud@magicmud.com 
Sponsors are Suzie Synnott and Penny White 
Lois owns one Tibetan Terrier puppy. She did not indicate if she plans to  
show or breed. 
 
This is an election year for our Club and a Nominating Committee shall be chosen by the Board of Directors during the month of Au-
gust. 
The Committee shall consist of  three members from different areas of Canada, no more than one of whom may be a member of the 
current Board of Directors. The Board shall name a chairman for the committee. 
 
The Nominating Committee shall nominate one candidate for each office and shall procure the acceptance of each nominee. The Com-
mittee shall then submit its slate of candidates to the Secretary…. 
 
As this newsletter will go out by the end of July or the beginning of August, it is now time to submit members’ names for the Nominat-
ing Committee. It would be nice to find  three volunteers.  Please submit the names to me ( Jo Hannam, dalghani@telus.net) . 
 I would also like to hear from those of you who would like to become actively involved in the TTCC by letting their name stand for an 
executive position. Some of us, including me,  have served for a long  time and would welcome a break. I will forward your names to 
the Nominating Committee. 
 
Once the Nominating Committee has come up with a list of candidates I shall mail the list to each member of the Club on or before 
September 15th. 
Additional nominations may then be made by written petition by October 1st. 
If no valid additional nominations are received on or before October 1st, the Nominating Committee's slate shall be declared elected 
and no balloting will be required. 
 
Please read further details on our website under Constitution: 
http://www.tibetanterriercanada.com/membership/ttcc_constitution.htm 
 
Enjoy the summer and keep cool,  Jo Hannam - TTCC Secretary 
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Letters to the Editor…. 
 
   re. Last Newsletter Issue 
The Newletter was another beauty, very well done. The cover was gorgeous!! and the rest was interesting and entertaining. 
I love the quality of the paper, I hope we never have to go cheaper. Lots of people contributed and it was great to see the 
new pups represented. Suzie's page was particularly enjoyable. Quite a story. Terri's account of Dash was informative and 
inspiring. I love the picture of him running in the snow. Hopefully all will be well for him, he sure looks good. Your 
Breedlines page was very well written and hopefully will encourage all to take part in special activities with their dogs. 
The TT Smiles in Spring pics and captions are treasures. It was nice to see so many members taking part. The Newsletter is 
very important to the club and you do a magnificent job putting it together. It is good to know what everyone has been up 
to, especially over the winter. My page looked good with a little help from my friends. (perhaps a little over the top for a 
Group 4) . As usual I will be proud to show off the Gazette to other dog fanciers. Thank you for all your work. 
                       Glenn Connell 
 
Words from the Editor 
 
   Thanks to all who contributed submissions.  I feared this issue would be a little lean, but am delighted that it is packed 
and  interesting!  I am especially proud of Noticeboard, my greatest challenge to assemble, which this month is a REAL 
DANDY!  
    Thanks to those members who bought colour displays, including the Canada Day group.  Not only do these pages give 
the newsletter visual drama, but they help a little with the overall publication cost.  
      
    Remember to check out the newsletter ONLINE, where ALL photos can be seen in stunnng colour. 
  Here is the method to do so: 
      Visit the Newsletter section of our club website (www.tibetanterriercanada.com), select the issue you wish to read, use 
the password,  left click to read, right click to save to disc. 
  The new password is:   2009TTCCNL 
  (John recommends you not use the caps lock to produce the capitals in the password.) 
 
                                         
UPCOMING (IMMINENT!) 2009 BOOSTER 
   
   Almost upon us is the Thousand Islands Kennel Club (TIKO) show in Brockville, Ontario, at which the TTCC is holding 
a BOOSTER on Saturday August 15!! 
  Penny as contact person has been emailing various reminders and details to possible (probable) attendees.  So  I hope 
many will enter or come to watch and socialize. 
  Since you will not receive this newsletter until after the CLOSING date of July 28th, there is not a lot of point to my re-
peating those details here….. 
  I guess I can only say:  See you there!  And watch for pics and description of the event in the October newsletter! 
  If you do have a question with which I might help, email pwhite@webruler.com 
  Or if you decide to come spectate and haven’t learned about the celebratory dinner afterwards, contact Penny.  All TT 
folk are welcome. 
 
 
UPCOMING OCTOBER TTCC AGILITY TRIAL 
 
Our annual (?)  TTCC All Breed CKC AGILITY Trial!   
     Sat. and Sunday October 10 and 11th  --  at the Dream Fields Agility facility just west of Ottawa.  It was a blast last year!  
Once again we are holding our innovative Veterans Demonstration Run, honouring  dogs we dubbed ROADs (Remarkable 
Old Agility Dogs).  
  This trial will also be featured in our October issue.   
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NOTICEBOARD 

 
Performance Venue 

 
From Glenn Connell and Anne McPherson 
    We are proud to announce Samsara Kashmir CD RN CGN CGC has achieved his RN (Rally Novice) in Canada again. 
(long story)  He scored 100 and 90 (out of 100). He was perfect in the 1st Trial but lost on time (4th), as his partner took too 
long to read the signs. The second trial he was perfect again but his partner didn't pause long enough at the 1st station and 
lost 10 points. - 4th again.  
    Kashmir moved up to Advanced on the Sunday and got the leg. He scored 88. Almost as satisfying, the judge pulled us 
aside after the awards, told me what a beautiful working dog he is, gave me a couple of tips and was VERY complimen-
tary. She had admired Kashmir Friday but hadn't said anything knowing she would be judging him. So TTs are getting a 
bit of good notoriety and that is nice. I am glad Kashmir can’t read or he wouldn’t need me. Dad needs to take some 
classes but Kaz has it down pat. We beat a number of teams who make their living at this game. 
  We received the 2007 Tibetan Terrier Club of America Yearbook recently and were pleasantly surprised to find that 
Kashmir was #2 Rally Novice Tibetan Terrier in the US. He also ranked 1st and 3rd in two Novice Level Obedience Na-
tional Ranking systems.  Are we proud of him? You bet!! What a boy. 
 

               
                    Kashmir                                                                              LhaBu 

 
From Terri Gueck 
   Not wanting to be outdone by his big brother Jetsun (ok, half-brother) LhaBu has also ventured into the Rally Obedience ring. 
He completed his CKC Rally Novice title on June 14th in grand style by winning High in Class and is now known as Kyeri's Osang 
Lha Bu RN. 
 
  [Ed:  Terri’s Jetsun enjoyed a wonderful Performance triumph  Please read about Jetsun’s Rally win among the Confor-
mation announcements!] 

Conformation Ring 
 

From Jackie Faust – Bocce’ wins Best In Show! 
   Bocce' won Best in Show on July 4, 2009, in Meisdorf, Germany where the KTR (Tibetan Breeds Club of Germany) held 
their specialty in conjunction with a 1000 dog multi-breed show.  Judge Mr.Wilfried Peper, awarded the BIS after first 
judging Bocce’ in breed.  Mr. Peper also judged Bocce's dam, Multi Ch BIS Ti La Shu Katja ("Katie") in 2007 Germany, 
and awarded her Best In Show over 2000 dogs.  Bocce’s sire is Best In Show winning Ch Samsara Billy The Kid.     
   At 6 months of age, Bocce's first show was in Canada, at the 2007 TTCC National Specialty, where judge Michelle 
Scott awarded him Best of Winners and Best Puppy.  Little did anyone know, that he was going to challenge his parents’ 
achievements!  Bocce’ earned his Canadian Championship in 2008 at the Muskoka KC show  
   Bocce traveled to Europe when our friends Pia Forsman and Paula Forsbacka took him to Finland for showing and 
breeding.  Bocce achieved his Finnish Championship, as well as a Lithuanian Championship.  Paula took Bocce to Ger-
many in April, where he is "on loan" to Sabine and Katja Rauhut.  You may remember Katja was 16 years old when she 
 visited Canada in 2004.  She traveled with Kathy Mines and earned a Canadian Championship for her German 
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TT, "Winni".   Katja, who is now a college student, is showing Bocce' during his European visit.  
 
[Ed:  see Bocce’s very own page in this newsletter issue!] 

                            
 
 
From Terri Gueck 
    Jetsun (GCh Am Ch Kyeri's Jetsun Karchu Can Am RN) continues to shine in 2009. This time he made this breeder's 
dream come true. We ventured down to Denver, Colorado for the Tibetan Terrier Club of America National Specialty in 
May. Jetsun first competed in the Top 20 Invitational, where he earned plenty of compliments. The next morning was 
Rally where he not only qualified (and finished his RN) but also won High in Class. And then... after a day off while we 
watched sweepstakes... he won Best of Breed!  

 
 

 [Editor: Congratulations to Jetsun!  This was a HUGE win for a dog, especially for a Canadian dog, to win BOB, BISS 
-- Best in Specialty Show -- at the American National    And I will also tell you that on our cover the TTs are Jetsun and 
his pal Charlotte enjoying a mountain hike in Colorado!] 
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From Brenda M. Peters 
   The 2009 TTCA National Specialty gave us the opportunity to see over 120 Tibetans Terriers in one place at one time & 
it was thrilling. This is the third specialty that has been held in Denver, Colorado, and it was just as exciting as the two 
previous ones. Max (Ch. Shakira's The Road Warrior) made his "mom" proud and came away with Best Veteran and 
an Award of Merit. 
   

 
 

 
From Claire Mathieu 
                               First time in the ring as a Special  Ch. Dscho Utra Zer Thag Colledge  (Ray) took a group 3rd. 
 
                               With very limited showing Ch. Colledge Sankudo Sensei  (Sensei) took 1 grp 2nd  
                                     2  Grp 3rd and one  Grp 4th 

                     
                   Ray                                                                                 Sensei 
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From Kevin Grew 
   CH. COLLEDGE LIFE OF THE PARTI... Our lovely Lucy finished her Championship with her very proud breeder 
Penny White gaining that last point at the Kars show. We are thrilled with our Fiesta daughter. With several BIS/BISS 
dogs behind her, we have great expectations for her future. 
 

 
 
 
From Penny White 
   A BRACING bit of news! 
   On  July 21 we entered the annual  International Brace Competition at the Valley Kennel Club Show at Lombardy, 
Ontario.   The two TTs were Fiesta and her daughter Lucy, Kevin Grew’s little girl.  I am delighted to announce that 
they looked beautiful, very close to ‘identical’ (an important requirement in Brace) and they performed splendidly!  They 
defeated a Tibetan Spaniel pair to win Best Brace in Group, then moved on to compete in Best Brace in Show.  In the 
larger ring we all three really poured it on -- the girls were perfectly in sync, moving as one (another requirement),  coats 
flying in the wind, smiling, self-stacking…...  The Australian judge Mel Bungey was extremely impressed, and gave us 
the victory!   For me this was a huge thrill, possibly THE highlight of my years in conformation.  
 Presenting:   CanAm CH Colledge Fiesta at Amaia, ADC, SGDC, AGNJ, CGN     and 
 16 mo. old CH Colledge Life of the Parti  
    (see the girls’ very own brag page!) 
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Litter Basket 

 
From Vern and Judy Jones, Simkiri Tibetans 
 
   Ch Simkiri Sashima Norbu  "Sasha"  had her first litter April 19.   2 boys( black and white and black and tan) and 3 girls
( all white with gold and black markings. Sire was Sheydon's Thonk- Ga "Frisco". Grandma Ch Simkiri Yser Nyima and 
"auntie”  Ch Sheydon's Yser Kaylen loved being the baby sitters. They were an easy, happy, healthy litter and we enjoyed 
them  immensely. Sasha was a great mom!  All puppies are now in their new homes- 1 in Kelowna BC, 1 in Lethbridge 
AB 1 in Saskatoon SK and 2 in Calgary AB. 
 

      
 
 
From Suzanne Persall 
 
   Cinta (Ch Cintayantah Khatakyi) gave birth to two pups.  Happy dad is Cdn Am Ch Shakira's The Road Warrior. The 
two (one boy, one girl) are both a beautiful red brindle color-haven't figured out what color to call them yet as there is no 
corresponding color in the CKC's list of colors, but every day I see more and more red in their coats.  Both puppies love 
the outdoors and we play a game of "chase me" when I want them inside.  This will be Cinta's last litter.  She adores pups 
and will probably take over Dor-Rje's litter next time Dor-Rje has pups. The pups in the picture are 7 weeks of age.  
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From Deborah and Murdock McFarlane  -- a SNOPAW LITTER! 
 
   Deb and Murdock are THRILLED with their most recent litter (CH Snopaw’s Clara Capriccio x BIS CH Atisha’s 
VSOP Courvoisier).  Born May 2, 2009 at a reasonably early evening hour, there are two handsome boys and two beau-
tiful girls whose names both reflect the musical inheritance of their parents (Clara “Schumann” and Ravel) and the songs 
of our Canadian legend, Leonard Cohen. The puppies are called Snopaw’s I’m Your Man   “Manny”, Snopaw’s Every-
body Knows  “Eve”, Snopaw’s Hallelujah “Louis” and Snopaw’s Tower of Song “Ella”.  We are grateful to Joyce Ayotte 
for allowing us to have the first of gorgeous Ravel’s puppies and for her expertise at whelping time.   Clara has brought 
the same sparkly enthusiasm that she showed in the ring to motherhood, which makes us very proud of her and the loving 
care she has given to her puppies. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Introduction of new TTs 
 

From Moniqe Verreydt in Belgium 
 
  On 20 May 2009 Taylor arrived on Belgian soil, after we waited for months which seemed to last for ever.  I am very grateful to 
Taylor's breeder and co-owner, Kevin Grew of "Colledge Tibetan Terriers" for trusting us and for giving us the chance to improve our 
genetic pool. 
 Born on January 22, 2009, Taylor grew up together with his brothers and sisters in a warm, comfortable and loving 
home. Kevin took special care that he was well socialised. She took great care to prepare this Canadian TT for his steps in 
the "real" world.  
  The pups of Wyatt and Sydney were born on the day President Obama took the oath as next President of the US. Kevin 
decided to temporarily give the male pups names of former presidents and the bitches the names of presidents' wives. The 
future owners could then give them their final name, which will go on their genealogical tree. From birth I had noticed 
Taylor, and I was hoping that he would be the one but remained open to all possibilities. It was a very interesting period 
and thanks to the internet, Youtube and Skype I was able to see the pups grow up. It was really fascinating ….. In the end 
the choice was made and, to my great joy, it was Taylor  
  As soon as I knew this we started looking for an appropriate name for this lovely puppy. We had come across all sorts of 
names, till one day it dawned on me that my grandfather had been a tailor. It looked as if this puppy was the reincarnation 
of my deceased grandfather. The cycle of death and birth, the "Samsara" .  From that moment onwards I decided that Tay-
lor would remain Taylor because phonetically there is no difference between tailor and Taylor. His full name will be 
Colledge Samsara Jina Taylor. "Colledge" which is Kevin Grew's kennel, "Samsara" because this is part of Taylor's 
genealogical tree and "Jina" because our kennel name is "Samsara Jina. " There were other names that may have sounded 
better, but none had the background or the significance for me that this one has. Predestination?  
Welcome in our family, Taylor.  We  hope you will have a great and happy future.  (see Taylor's pic next page)  
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                           Taylor                                                                                   Norbu 
 
From Lois Vaughan 
    Lois Vaughan and family are pleased to announce the arrival of Norbu!  We got this delightful pup from Suzie Synnott 
in Montreal's Khata litter earlier this year.  He is our first Tibetan Terrier!  Coming from a past history of 3 Great Danes 
and an English Bulldog,  what a delight to have the acrobatic Norbu bounding about.  He is quite clever, and is certainly 
amongst the easiest of dogs to train.  He was chosen by Lois as a "surrogate son",  since her own son who is now 20 does-
n’t have quite the same amount of time to spend with Mom as he used to.   Norbu doesn’t have social lifestyle/obligations 
elsewhere, and is quite content to romp and fetch in our backyard.  We are in Toronto and would like to meet other Tibet-
ans nearby.. 
 
From Sue Koch 
   I live in Braeside, Ontario (a tony suburb of Arnprior) with my husband, Jay, and two dogs. Henry is a Portuguese Water 
Dog, while his new buddy is a six-month-old Tibetan named Oscar. We first learned about Tibetans at the Arnprior Ken-
nel Club show in 2005 and were delighted to obtain Oscar from Kevin Grew at Colledge this spring. Thanks to Kevin and 
Penny White for sharing their time and extensive knowledge of the breed!   The offspring of Sydney (Colledge This Kid 
Rocks) and Samsara’s Wyatt, Oscar is the “New Kid on the Block” and a handsome black and white boy with loads of per-
sonality. Don’t be fooled by the picture – he’s usually in motion, which he’ll be showcasing at his debut in Kingston on 
July 24th. Sue has been learning the fine art of handling from Sandra at Gableridge in Arnprior and (may) debut her skills at 
the Thousand Islands show this August in Brockville. (Although she is hoping that perhaps Kevin will take pity on her 
again and do the handling!) 
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Rally Revelations 
                        By Marla Vogeley. Guest Columnist 

 
 There is a very well kept secret about Rally that I think everyone needs to know about.  Up until now, this 
secret has been shared with only a select few individuals, but now that is about to change.  Are you ready for 
this life altering super secret information?  Here it comes!  Rally is fun!  Do I detect disappointment?  Did you 
already know my “secret?”  Well, I’m not disappointed that you already knew it.  The more people who know 
this secret, the better it is for our Tibetan Terriers. 
 
 As I have said in the past, our TTs are smart, active, and love to be involved.  This is why it is mentally 
and physically healthy for our dogs to be involved in extra curricular activities.  Other performance sports may 
intimidate new handlers, so much so that a TT owner may never get involved.  Rally is more accessible.  Unlike 
agility it doesn’t require physical prowess on the part of the handler or access to expensive equipment.  Unlike 
traditional obedience, it isn’t “one strike- YOU’RE OUT!” and it isn’t nearly as formal.  Rally is not com-
pletely mysterious to the average individual like tracking may be and if your TT doesn’t like tennis balls, that’s 
fine; rally isn’t flyball! 
 
 Now that I’ve explained why rally is such a good starting place to get your TT involved in an activity, I’ll 
try to explain why the fact that rally is fun isn’t really a secret at all.  In the rally ring, you are allowed to give 
your dog feedback, in the form of verbal praise.  We talk to our TTs all day long, why should the rally ring be 
any different?  In some organizations, you are even allowed to carry food with you in the ring, and reward your 
dog with cookies at certain stations.  There aren’t that many TTs out there that can resist a tasty morsel!  In 
rally, you follow signs that tell you what to do.  You don’t have to memorize a set pattern, or wait for instruc-
tions from the judge.  You work at your own pace.  Sort of like being self-employed!  My only regret about 
rally is there no sign that tells your dog to “Look Cuter Than Any Other Dog Here.”  A TT would get extra 
credit at that sign. 
 
 For those of you who already knew the secret about how fun rally is and are already playing the rally 
game, I will give you a few quick tips. 
 

• Even though you are allowed to talk to your dog through out the course, I suggest you do not chatter 
aimlessly.  Chatter will cause your dog to tune you out, and he may miss a command or become 
bored.  If your dog is insecure and needs constant encouragement, be sure to vary your tone and the 
words you are saying.  If you are telling your boy what a good dog he is to keep his attention and con-
fidence high, use a cue word as you approach the next sign.  I use “Ready?”  The question mark tone 
indicates we are about to do something new and I need his attention.  However, be aware that you 
must teach your TT what “ready” means.  To my dogs, while “Ready?” means we are about to do 
something, it also means, “Look at me because I am going to give you a treat.” Outside of the ring I 
reinforce this often so I have a “trigger word” available to me inside the ring. 

 
• Another thing I like to remember about rally is to go to different locations to practice.  If you are en-

rolled in a  class, travel to different parks on your own to get your TT accustomed to focusing on the 
behaviors in new locations.  Many new Rally handlers are surprised when their dog who is perfect in 
class is distracted at the show location. 

 
• And finally, remember the “secret” I shared with you.  Rally is fun!  Talk to your TT. Give him plenty 

of praise and treat each station as a new place to show off all of the tricks you have taught your “Little 
Person.” 
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             TLC TIPS FOR TTS!  
          (Training, Living With, Caring For!) 

 
TICK REMOVAL  
 
Summer is here and ticks may make an unwelcome appearance.  
Here is a way to get them off you,  your children or your pets.  
 
 A School Nurse has written the info below, and it really works, especially 
useful in places difficult to reach with tweezers:  on a back, between  toes, buried in hair…. 

 
”Apply a glob of liquid soap to a cotton ball, cover the tick with the  
soap-soaked cotton  ball and swab it for 15-29 seconds . The tick will  
come out on its own  and be stuck to the cotton ball when you lift it away.  
 
This  technique has worked every time I've used it and it’s not traumatic. “ 
 
                         (submitted by  Deb McFarlane) 
 
 
Fear of Thunderstorms and Noise Phobias 
 
There is an excellent website that examines the CAUSES of such fears/phobias, their SIGNS, 
and how they might be TREATED.  There are suggestions for medications, how to change the environment, 
and how to use behaviour modifications.  Methods of DENSENSITIZATION are described. 
The info was too extensive to reprint in our issue, but one can read it by visiting: 
 
http://www.peteducation.com/article.cfm?cls=2&cat=1551&articleid=2545  

    (submitted by Pat Delorme)  

 

BOOK REVIEW      by Linda McCue 

Dogtown: A Sanctuary for Rescued Dogs by Bob Somerville, Best Friends Animal Society 

 
 This inspiring book gives readers an inside look at the dogs who are rescued and rehabilitated by Best Friends Animal  
Society at Dogtown, part of the largest no-kill animal haven in the United States. This sanctuary hosts hundreds of dogs 
from around the world (including 22 pit bulls who were rescued from their painful lives with Michael Vick), as well as 
cats, horses, guinea pigs, rabbits, goats, and various other animals - between 1,500-2,000 animals in all. 
 Dogtown depicts the engrossing stories of the dogs that are rescued and rehabilitated at the facility by its top-notch staff 
of veterinarians and trainers. Readers will learn about the relationships that flourish between the dogs and the trainers, and 
see how happy endings are possible for these dogs. 
 Dogtown is the subject of a television series on the National Geographic Channel; which began in September  2008 
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 My First Tibetan Terrier National Specialty - 2009 - by Rhonda Bailey   I had decided many months before the U.S. National Specialty that I was going to go no matter what. I had brought home my first Tibetan, Riff, back in December last year and fell in love with the breed rather quickly. I have been owned by Old English Sheepdogs since 1986 and have been to many American and Canadian Nationals since then. Attending a National Specialty was nothing new, but to go participate and learn about a new breed…that was exciting. I had surfed the Internet for many hours looking at pictures and finding any videos I could to watch. I realized the Tibetan was no different than the Old English Sheepdog…there are many different “looks” to the breed. I knew what caught my eye, but seeing the dogs in person was going to be exciting.  The planning for the trip started with checking out how far Denver, CO was from Calgary. I searched MapQuest and found out that the drive should be an easy two days without pushing too hard either day.  It would be easy to pack the van with one little dog and all the stuff needed or potentially needed to show a junior puppy.  Before making my entire plans final, I decided I would be bringing back a second TT, one that Joy and I had purchased from Lynn Meyer of Dzine Kennels. She was only 5 months, so she would not be shown at the national.  Joy and I made plans to meet in Denver on the Monday of the Specialty week. She was driving from near Dallas, TX area so she had a few less miles to go. We both left home on Sunday morning. I was hoping to get more than ½ way that first day so the final drive would not be as long. I wanted to get into Denver early so I could unpack and get Riff settled in. He was going to see his brother and sister again, and I wondered how that would go. Just imagine three junior puppies all staying in one room.  The first day saw a bit of rain and stormy weather that slowed me down a bit. I even drove under the speed limit some of the way…a surprise to anyone who knows me. I stopped and took a break whenever it was dry out and I could find a nice grassy area. I knew I had to bath Riff when we got to Denver, but after showing OES for 23 years, you never walk when it is wet or dirty and if you do, you have boots on all the time. It takes longer to bath and dry four Sheepdog feet than it does to bath an entire Tibetan Ter-rier. We made it through a long first day and found a really nice hotel near the restaurant “Cracker Bar-rel”. I can’t resist their Hash brown Casserole.  The hotel had a beautiful grassy area that was between the parking lot of the restaurant and the hotel. Riff had a nice run through the grass before I headed to dinner. After dinner, we had another run in the park and retired to bed to watch a bit of TV before trying to get to sleep for another day of driving. Riff was really good in the hotel room (in his crate) and we both got a good sleep before getting up the next morning.  The weather started out much better Monday morning…nice clear, blue sky with no rain in sight. This led me to try to catch up a few miles from the slower day before. Of course that didn’t last long as a State Trooper stopped me in Wyoming. I guess I was going 87 in a 75 zone. He was very pleasant but I still got a ticket for $110. I am sure he didn’t believe me when I said that I had not sped even one minute since leaving Calgary the day before. I toned it down and kept my speed to the posted limit. Before I knew it, Denver was within two hours of arrival and once again, a storm was brewing on my path. All I could think of was…please don’t rain the entire time I am in Denver. Lucky enough, the rain stopped about 30 minutes from the hotel and the sun came out and the weather forecast was for good weather the follow-ing day till the end of the week.  I arrived near my planned arrival time. I met up with my friend Joy and Riff got to see her again. It was like he had not forgotten her and was all over her. It is always exciting to see a young dog see their 
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 breeder again after a few months and realize how much they love that person. Joy obviously gave her puppies a lot of attention growing up, as he sure had not forgotten her.  Our first introduction to the National Specialty was the Breeders Classes and the Futurity Classes. This was quite different, as the OES National Specialties don’t hold these classes. Someone at ringside was kind enough to help explain what has happening. We also were able to attend the Top 20 event and it was exciting to see all the dogs that attended. I guess it was really exciting to see the father of my new puppy win the Top 20. I met “Lana” when I arrived in Denver…Joy had brought her along as “Lana” was coming home with me back to Calgary.  That night we had to bath dogs as we were entered in Puppy Sweepstakes. I was actually nervous about the next day. I was going to compete with seasoned veterans in the breed. I was a novice (sort of) again.  Showing a “table” dog is so different than showing a Sheepdog. And it was going to all be caught on video.  I can say that I survived showing in Sweepstakes and didn’t make a fool of myself…or so I think. I will have to see what the video shows when it is available to purchase.  I loved the little puppy girl who ended up winning the Sweepstakes class…she was adorable and as cute as ever. I checked out her pedi-gree and was really happy to see her daddy was the grandfather of “Lana”.  Veteran Sweepstakes caught me by surprise. I stood there watching the old guys go around the ring when I started to cry. I didn’t know any of the dogs and they really didn’t mean anything to me, but I had lost my veteran dog Hudson only 2 months before this. He had blessed me with almost 12 ½ years filled with some wonderful memories. I had shown him in the Top 20 event at the OES National Specialty only seven months before and had won the Breed at the National from the Veteran class a year before that. Watching the Vet-eran’s run around brought back so many memories that day.  The next day we were in the ring much earlier. It was a pretty good day as Riff won second in his junior puppy male class to his brother “Dancer”.  Dancer went on to win WD, BW and Best Puppy in Specialty.  Another wonderful exciting win was to watch Terri Gueck win the Breed with her Specials male from B.C. !!!!! What an honor for her to win the U.S. National Specialty.  The worse part about going to a National is packing up, saying goodbye to your friends and driving home again. I am happy to report that I didn’t get another speeding ticket going home. The weather co-operated although a bit warm near the end of the first day. I was a bit more careful where I walked Riff and Lana as Riff had picked up a tick on the way down. Joy and I found it when we were drying him af-ter his bath. I thought it was maybe a scab at first but it had legs and moved. I have never had a tick on any of my dogs before and actually have not seen one on a dog. I can admit that it was a bit creepy, as I don’t like anything with more than four legs!!!  All in all, the National was a good experience and I will hopefully attend again next year. I think the drive is a bit further, so maybe I will consider flying. The airlines are making it more difficult to do this, but I hope having a smaller dog might make it a bit easier? There was one small bad experience at the national that I won’t go into detail about. Just a reminder to try to be kind to all exhibitors attending these shows. You never know where they are from or how experienced they are. I am glad this wasn’t my first National or I might have had an entirely different view on what a National Specialty is all about. I am happy to say that one event didn’t change all the good experiences I encountered. I was able to talk to a lot of breeders and exhibitors and all of them were very pleasant and spent the time to talk and an-swer questions about their dogs.  I was also able to pick up a lot of reading material that I still haven’t gone through!!! The yearbooks are a wealth of information. 
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A FEW TIPS FOR YOUR DOG’S HEALTHY LIFE 
 
– By Majka Broulik, mom of agility TT  ‘Mungo’ 
 

 
Stretching dog’s legs back and forward is recommended for muscle warm-ups before any sport performance 
or as a part of medical therapy (  Kim Swan/TT Mungo at her seminar “Hands on Dogs – Muscle Massages”)               

 
 
 Massages are recommended not only for human beings, but as well for dogs. 
There are different kinds of massages to be performed – starting by a relaxation massage which goes all over 
body in slow circular motion, up to therapeutic kinds which should be done by a specialist or after being prop-
erly trained for it. 
The relaxation massage can be done by everybody, to any dogs not only for the ‘sporting’ dogs.  It helps the 
dog’s body to relax, increases the blood circulation and muscle stimulation, and as well it lets you investigate 
for anything what might be hidden under dogs’ coat! 
What you cannot see? It might be “knots” in dog’s muscles as a result of injury, after a surgery or just by 
overwork (not to mention other discoveries like hot spots, insect bites…). 
These hard spots you might feel by your hands are actually blocking the blood circulation, might cause pull-
ing spine or joints by improper tension and could be a source of pain.  Finding these spots should alert you 
and make you to find for your dog a massage therapist who could break them with deeper massages. 
 
Acupuncture is another way how to help your dog’s muscles  relax in those cases. 
 
 
    The best way to prevent muscle injuries is to build a strong and healthy body. 
You can build up your dog’s muscles in different ways by walking and playing with your dog. As an addition 
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to your play you might use “PEZZI EGGBALLS”. 
 These balls are made up of very heavy material and not easy to break; available in different sizes (the biggest 
can take up to 800pounds!). 
 
 
These balls can be used by canines as well as by their human counterparts for working on flexibility, coordina-
tion, confidence and core strength (www.equiptcanine.ca). 
 

                              .  
 
     It becomes fun for you and for your dog! With a good treat in your hand your dog will gladly roll the ball to 
where you stand. Then you slowly walk backward. A dog will follow you. That will stretch dog’s body up and 
the dog will get familiar with the unstable ball and start feeling for a balance. If you stabilize the ball your dog 
will love to jump on the top of the ball, turn backward and so on. After a while you might creatively devise your 
own style of  play with your dog on the eggball. (You might use it for yourself too!) 
     Here are a few pictures for getting our dog familiar with a big eggball. I started stabilizing it by my own 
body, sitting on the ball, then standing over the ball – ready to coordinate all movements for his safety. After a 
while we could make the ball less stable to bring the exercise to a higher level of difficulty! 
 Healthy body – healthy spirit! Try it, it is fun and healthy, especially with yummy treats! 
 

 
. 
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                                                                  CREATURE COMFORTS 
 
              The Tibetan Terrier is an ancient breed that fits our contemporary mode of living.  An intelligent dog in touch with its 
time, the Tibetan Terrier is the right size (medium), the right temperament  (steady)  and the right mind-set (happy).  The Ti-
betan Terrier suits Today just as it suited Yesterday. 
 Having recently read the pop culture adviser Faith Popcorn’s current book The Popcorn Report – in which she de-
scribes the ‘90’s as a “cocooning” age, during which we look inward (for better or worse   ) – we can see where pets in general 
and the TT in particular fit into this pattern.  Cocooning is, after all, a comforting movement, one in which we select things, 
animate and inanimate, to soothe us, to make us feel cozy, wrapped, enclosed.  Once in our homes, we spend our leisure time 
there with our chosen things and our dog. 
 Tibetan Terriers fit right in this comfortable world.  They have always suited families, of course, but in the age of child-
less couples and single people, Tibetan Terriers seem to give great satisfaction. 
 All canines give – in varying degrees – undiluted affection and devotion to their owners.  When the home door is 
opened, Dog is there, welcoming and uncritical in every possible way – a marvelous reception after a hard day of battering-
ram egos in the office and things gone wrong. 
 Tibetan Terriers are born welcomers.  To be greeted by a TT waiting not-so-patiently at the front door is always an 
experience -- one that, owners tell us, sometimes takes a bit of getting used to, some adjustment. 
 First of all, TT owners (especially those new to the breed) are sometimes startled by the demanding TT voice:  “Where 
have you been?  Why has it taken you so long?”  This cry (you will notice we do not use the word “scream” as some of the less 
sensitive might”)  ascends and descends.  The multi-octave call of the Tibetan Terrier is brought out for special occasions, such 
as the return of owners to the fold. 
 We shall also not mention the jumping (we want you to love this breed as much as we do).  No matter how one tries to 
stop Tibetan Terriers from jumping up and down like the proverbial yo-yo, it does seem to be the breed’s genetic modus oper-
andi.  Their wild ecstasy at seeing you – at last!  At last! -- is punctuated with these acrobatic leaps. 
 Only in later life does the TT transpose this free bounding to a slightly more sedate and commonplace wriggling of the 
bottom and wagging of the tail.  But, we have seen 17-year-olds, given the correct moment, still respond with a few joyful 
leaps. 
 Then there is the Tibetan Terrier conversation.  Many who have experienced TT talk over the years (those who are ob-
servant and sensitive, as all good TT owners should be) will admit to talking with their dogs.  (Note the “with”)  Most of the 
chatter comes from the dog initially.  It takes a while to realize that some intelligent answer is called for on the part of the 
owner , interposed with the questions and comments: 
 . “It was too long a day.  The cat got into trouble again, but what can you expect from a creature that sits on the mantel 
where I can’t get at him?  That new natural food is terrible – maybe more garlic?  I need another chewie;  this one is really dis-
gusting .  You forgot to leave the radio tuned to my station .  I used the paper, what else was I to do?  When are we going O-U-
T???” 
 You may think this foolish, but the cadence, the octave range and the constancy of TT conversation are unique.  It is 
reminiscent of a form of Tibetan folk opera (human-variety) performed several times in our nearby university’s theater.  One 
finds replies to these conversations are absolutely necessary. So, before we are even fully aware of it, talking back and forth in 
complete sentences with your TT begins to become commonplace. 
 Another factor that makes the TT so appropriate to cocooning is its need for creature comforts as opposed to the active 
life.  Oh, sure, they’ll jog a bit if that is your thing, but, let’s face it, Tibetan terriers like couches, beds, Oriental rugs, good 
stereo systems , gourmet take-out and all the other delights of the soft world.  A few romps up and down the stairs, once 
around the park, a run to the condo terrace and back are really enough.  Judges may complain (with every justification) of the 
lack of conditioning of some Tibetan terriers in the show ring, but it means little to the human-dog  cocooning unit. 
 There’s another side, too.  It is the Shangri-La syndrome.  These TTs were not created to be catchers of vermin in Brit-
ish barns, the baiters of bears and bulls in Shakespeare’s day, not the trackers and rescuers of lost children.  This breed did 
whatever its family of one or more did, but mostly it served as companion par excellence in all degrees of condition and cli-
mate. 
 These are, after all, Eastern dogs, created and developed out of a strong desire for companionship and closeness among 
a people who needed this.  There is an air of mystery about Tibetan Terriers, something elusive. 
 The long fall of hair over the luminous dark eyes;  the self-sufficient cleaning of the face and paws;  the bear-like, up-
right stance of “the little people” – all give an air of mystery to the breed and make it suited to an interior movement, such as 
“cocooning”.  The only fault with this thought is that TTs weren’t mentioned specifically in Popcorn’s book.  Perhaps next 
time? 
 
                                             
 
Published in the August, 1992 AKC Gazette,  
written by Jane Reif 
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HOW WE CELEBRATED CANADA DAY! 
 

                
  “We POSED with Canada Day symbols !”         “I BOWED in salute to my country !” 
                                          

                                                  
                          “I RAN with joy wearin’ my Canajun scarf !” 
 

              
“We GARDENED wif Mum n’ Dad !”       “I was a FLAG BEARER for TWO countries !” 
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